
Instagram is on a roll. 
 
In June, Instagram reached one billion monthly active users, up from 800 million last 
September. Estimates from Bloomberg suggest Instagram could exceed 2 billion users within 
the next five years. Meanwhile, August 2nd marked two years since Instagram Stories was 
launched. Today, the platform has 400 million users per month — 100 million more people than 
even used Instagram in 2016. 
 
Any which way one looks at it, Instagram has serious momentum. Therefore, it comes as no 
surprise that the channel decided to launch its latest feature from a position of such 
considerable strength. IGTV, a new app for watching long-form, vertical video up to one hour in 
length, pits Instagram against YouTube, the current go-to for long-form video content. 
 
Considering Instagram’s popularity among young people in particular, IGTV could very well 
become “TV for youths.” But how have leading brands and creators taken to it thus far? It’s early 
days in IGTV’s story, but many have begun to embrace the platform and its potential. 
 
Here are four prime examples. 

Bacardi 
For its first push into IGTV, Bacardi made history. ‘Live Moves’ is the first music video directed 
in real-time entirely by fans through Instagram Stories and premiered exclusively on IGTV. 
Featuring the inaugural winners of NBC’s “World of Dance”, Les Twins, and Grammy-nominated 
DJ A-Trak, the live dance event took place over nine hours in New York City, allowing fans to 
pick features like locations, choreography, lighting, camera angles, and color treatment – all by 
voting on various interactive polls to create an authentic music video. 
 
The video shows Les Twins dancing their way through the concrete jungle to a dance party at 
Coney Island, showing off smooth moves along the way. 
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The video was created as part of the Bacardi ‘#DoWhatMovesYou’ campaign, which focuses 
primarily on a younger, music-fueled audience. 

Cheddar 
The first post-cable network may be making a push onto the cable dial, but Millennial-friendly 
Cheddar has taken to IGTV like a duck to water, condensing already popular features into 
bite-size informative segments. 
 
“The Business of Going Viral” examines how American businesses have gone viral thanks to 
unique and often instagrammable culinary creations. The Bedford, based in Williamsburg, went 
viral thanks to its unique burgers. Behold, the astounding Mac n Cheese Burger. 
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Meanwhile, “Money Menu” spotlights food and drink products with a luxurious twist. Cheddar’s 
lucky experts test everything from twenty-four karat gold chicken wings to the most expensive 
popcorn in the world. In this edition, an $18 cup of coffee from Extraction Lab in Brooklyn 
receives a critical assessment. 
 

 
 
Cheddar has seamlessly adapted its content to IGTV, giving social audiences serious cravings 
in the process. 

Louis Vuitton 
Already a social leader among luxury fashion brands, Louis Vuitton has posted several videos 
on IGTV thus far, many focusing on the brand’s Men’s Spring-Summer 2019 Show. This is the 
first for men’s artistic director Virgil Abloh, and he has debuted in style. 
 
Held in the prestigious gardens of the Palais Royal in Paris, the brand’s SS19 open-air 
spectacular is a feast for the senses, maximizing IGTV’s vertical viewing structure. 
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In advance of the SS19 Show, Louis Vuitton shared a fly-on-the-wall documentary which takes 
social audiences inside the brand’s Paris HQ in the days leading up to the SS19 Show. Abloh 
features throughout the documentary, highlighting his ambition to open up the world of luxury 
fashion to the next generation. 

NASA 
NASA’s mission to achieve the unexpected extends to its social media initiatives, which have 
developed over time into a tremendously effective program. IGTV has quickly become the latest 
string to NASA’S social bow, and it’s easy to see why. 
 
As part of Operation IceBridge, NASA scientists and engineers have spent the last ten years 
flying over glaciers, sea ice, and ice sheets, measuring the height of the ice and tracking how it 
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changes from season to season. NASA showcased unique views of Earth’s frozen regions in a 
recent video, with notable emphasis on the effects of climate change. 
 

 
Next July will mark fifty years since the famous Apollo 11 Moon Landing. Since those formative 
years, NASA – and as a result, all of us – has learned much, much more about the moon. The 
organization recently shared some of its progress, taking IGTV audiences on a high-definition 
tour of the lunar landscape. 
 
The video showcases some incredible visuals captured by the Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter 
(LRO). 
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Time and again, NASA demonstrates a gift for making us feel like the wonders of the universe 
are just one swipe away, right in the palm of our hands. 

There’s no innovation without experimentation 
Although IGTV is currently somewhat of a wild west for brands and content creators, its 
potential is immediate and abundant. After all, video is increasingly going mobile: Cisco 
forecasts that by 2021, 78 percent of the world’s mobile data traffic will be video. 
 
IGTV does not come without the inevitable teething troubles of a new project. Its search controls 
only allow users to search for brands and creators, not hashtags. Also, IGTV does not yet have 
revenue streams in place, but Instagram CEO Kevin Systrom says advertising and 
revenue-sharing deals will feature in the long-term. 
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First mover advantage is crucial with any new platform, and things are no different on IGTV. 
Leading brands and creators are showing their willingness to experiment, without fearing 
mistakes. Bacardi has highlighted the potential of real-time marketing, while Cheddar, Louis 
Vuitton and NASA have used intriguing subjects and story narratives to guide audiences and 
drive engagement. 
 
Will TV for young people become TV for all people? Tune in to find out. 
  
 


